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Data from recent field studies in the northeast and southeast Pacific are used to

investigate pockets of open cells (POCs) embedded in otherwise uniform stra-

tocumulus. The cellular structure within a POC resembles broader regions

of open cellular convection typically found further offshore. In both regions,

cells are comprised of precipitating cell walls and cell interiors with depleted

cloud water, and even clearing. POCs are long lived and embedded in broader

regions of stratocumulus where average droplet sizes are relatively large. In

contrast, stratiform, or unbroken, cloud formations tend to be accompanied by

less, or no, drizzle suggesting that precipitation is necessary for the sustenance

of the open cellular structure. Because, by definition, open cells are associated

with a reduction in cloud cover these observations provide direct evidence of

a connection between cloudiness and precipitation—a linchpin of hypotheses

which posit a connection between changes in the atmospheric aerosol and cli-
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mate.

A curious feature of the cloud climatology over regions of the globe where low-lying marine

stratiform clouds predominate is the appearance of pockets of seemingly cloud-free air embed-

ded in an otherwise homogeneous cloud field. The irregularities in the cloud field as seen in the

visible satellite imagery in the left and upper panels of Fig. 1 are an example of such features.

Here two elongated regions of very low reflectivity stripe the southern portion of the cloud field,

with more irregular pockets evident in the eastward extension of these low-reflectivity bands.

Because factors which regulate the reflectivity of low clouds can critically affect the climate

system as a whole (1,2), features such as these are not simply curious; they may also provide

clues into the processes which regulate cloudiness on larger scales, and thus climate.

Upon closer examination such low reflectivity pockets or bands are rarely completely clear;

instead they evince an underlying patterning reminiscent of open cellular convection (3). In

Fig. 1 hints of this patterning are most evident in the westward extension of the bands. For

this reason, and because the envelope of open cells can adopt myriad geometries, hereafter we

refer to such features as pockets of open cells (POCs). By looking at ∆TB, the 11 minus 4 µm

brightness temperature, POCs can also be detected in the night-time satellite imagery. This is

shown in the right and bottom panels of Fig. 1 which show that these POCs are long lived, and

are embedded in regions of relatively small values of ∆TB, indicative of larger cloud droplets

(4), and more precipitation (5). Along with the tendency to display an underlying cellular

structure, both of these latter characteristics are generic features of the many other examples

of POCs we have found in the satellite record. Because the shapes and sizes of POCs vary

considerably (6, 7), very large pockets with pronounced cellular patterning might be better

described simply as regions of open cellular convection.

The idea that POCs are simply compact regions of open cellular convection merits asking

whether, in addition to the cellular patterning, there are other features of open cellular convec-
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tion which share characteristics we have attributed to POCs (e.g., longevity and an association

with larger droplets or more precipitation)? To answer this we analyze data collected as part of

the recent EPIC field study (8) in which a boundary between a region of open and closed cellular

convection advected over the NOAA Research Vessel the Ronald H. Brown (see Fig. 2). Here

the microphysical structure of the cloud fields is investigated with the help of an upward point-

ing cloud radar, whose measurements of reflectivity are contoured in time-height space at the

bottom of Fig. 2. The analysis shows that when the region of open cellular convection is over-

head, the cloud field has a more cellular structure, with frequent periods of radar reflectivities

(a proxy for drizzle, 9) extending to the surface. In the region to the south (which was sam-

pled by the ship after 0900 local time and is better characterized as closed cellular convection)

radar reflectivities were considerably smaller and the cloud field appeared more homogeneous.

Interpretation of this data is complicated by the diurnal cycle and the absence of in situ cloud

data, but it supports the idea that regions of open cellular convection are characterized by cloud

fields more conducive to precipitation, and that the boundaries between the different modes of

convection are coherent over long periods of time.

These data raise the question as to whether POCs (and by inference open cells) are initiated,

and/or maintained by drizzle. If so this would provide empirical support for a hitherto untested

assumption underlying a class of hypotheses relating changes in the atmospheric aerosol to

patterns of cloudiness, namely that precipitation is associated with a reduction in cloudiness

(10,11,12). It could also provide a means for remotely tagging precipitating regions of the

boundary layer cloud field (13).

To help answer this question we analyze a POC serendipitously sampled during the second

research flight (RF02) of the DYCOMS-II field study (14). Fig. 3 shows the morning visible

satellite imagery and reflectivity from a downward looking airborne cloud radar. In the satellite

imagery the POCs appear to be localized extensions of broader regions of open cellular con-
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vection to the west — reinforcing the connections discussed above. More strikingly the radar

data shows that the POC is comprised of mesoscale cells whose walls are loci of intensified

convection, with locally higher cloud tops, and radar backscatter (i.e., drizzle) extending to the

sea-surface. Cell interiors have locally lower cloud tops and even regions of complete clearing.

Because the lidar, unlike the radar, is sensitive to even trace amounts of cloud, the clearings in

Fig. 3 are best identified by regions where the lidar pulse penetrates to the surface. As was ev-

ident in the EPIC data, more overcast regions in the satellite imagery are associated with more

uniform clouds with little or no precipitation (15). This provides the strongest evidence yet that

regions of open cellular convection are coincident with precipitating regions of the flow.

In situ measurements allow us to be more quantitative. In Fig. 4 we show data from two

additional flight periods from just before sunrise. For orientation, both flight legs are overlaid

on the ∆TB field as derived from GOES (16). Despite the degradation by the relatively coarse

(4km) resolution of the satellite image, the region of the POC is still evident in the envelope

of near zero values of ∆TB. As in Fig. 1 the POCs in the vicinity of RF02 are embedded in a

broader cloud field characterized by relatively small values of ∆TB, or large droplets (17). Data

from both flight periods are shown as time-series in the Figure: the northern flight-leg was flown

near the surface (100m) in a clockwise direction and bisected the POC during the first 900s

of the time-series (shown in upper panel); the southern leg was flown in a counter-clockwise

fashion approximately 400 m above cloud top, crossing over the POC near the middle of the leg.

The liquid-water content ql from the northern track and the reflectivity from the southern track

reinforce the idea that POCs delineate regions of locally enhanced precipitation. By using the

in situ data to calibrate local rain-rate reflectivity relationships we can estimate mean surface

precipitation rate from the radar to be around 1 cm d−1 within the precipitating cell walls of the

POC, which is more than twice as large as the surface evaporation rate. Cloud base rain-rates

are two to threefold larger yet (18). Precipitation rates of this magnitude are thus rapid enough
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to deplete the cloud of all its liquid water in 15-30 minutes (19). The persistence and apparent

coherence of these vigorously precipitating regions suggest that the open cells are relatively

stable flow configurations which organize to maintain the moisture supply to the precipitating

cell boundaries. Circulations capable of such transport are consistent with the observation that

envelopes of enhanced radar reflectivity tend to have locally elevated cloud tops.

The cellular structure of the POC is particularly evident in the in situ near-surface measure-

ments of the northern flight leg. Here the quasi-periodic envelopes of precipitation are associ-

ated with sharp increases in the total water mixing ratio, and reduced values of the temperature

— mini-cold pools driven by the evaporation of precipitation in the sub-cloud layer (20). Unlike

the cold pools of deep precipitating convection, the moisture enhancement in the precipitating

regions more than offsets the temperature perturbations. These structures are in marked con-

trast to the flow far from the POC, where the boundary layer thermodynamic structure is more

uniform, and there is no evidence of surface precipitation. Although it is difficult to discern the

detailed dynamics of the circulations in the vicinity of the cells from these data, the emergence

of cells supports previous theoretical work (21-22) that argues precipitation from initially strati-

form clouds drives a more diabatic, cumulus-like circulation, characterized by narrower regions

of convective ascent and broader regions of stabilized descent.

One puzzling aspect of the near-surface data is the tendency for the boundary layer to be

moister and richer in CN within the vicinity of the POC. Normally precipitation would be ex-

pected to dry the boundary layer (at least away from the evaporating shafts or precipitation),

and, in the absence of new particle formation, remove condensation nuclei from the air. How-

ever, the air directly above the POC was also more humid and aerosol laden, both of which are

consistent with the otherwise counter-intuitive nature of the near-surface data. The moist layer

capping the cloud in the vicinity of the POC reduces the rate of entrainment drying thereby

deepening the cloud and augmenting precipitation. This may explain why the POC formed and
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why it is more localized than the region of large cloud droplet sizes seen in Fig. 4. Similar

correlations have been noted in past field studies, but were not apparent in the EPIC data. That

said, this influence is relatively weak making it difficult to argue quantitatively given other con-

founding effects (24). Nonetheless, the presence of a distinct character to the thermodynamical

structure of the flow directly above the POC does suggest that either the POC is induced by

such features, or that both the POC and the overlying thermodynamic structure were imprinted

by some other process — perhaps sometime in the past.

In summary, data from two recent field experiments in the northeast and southeast Pacific

stratocumulus regions suggest that coherent, long-lived, pockets of open cellular convection are

coupled to the development of precipitation (24). These findings are consistent with theoretical

work that suggests that the transition to more strongly precipitating flows should induce such

a cloud transition. Because such features are readily identified in satellite imagery they could

facilitate attempts to develop drizzle climatologies using satellite observations as well as serve

as natural laboratories for investigating the interactions among cloud dynamics, precipitation

and properties of the atmospheric aerosol.
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Figure 1: Sequence of images of the North-East Pacific on July 27, 2001 constructed from
GOES-10 data. The color images are differences between channels four and two of GOES,
while the grey-scale image is cloud albedo as measured by channel 1 radiances. The visible
image has a pixel size of 1 km, in contrast to the 4km pixel of the infrared imagery.
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Figure 2: Upper left panel: Channel 1 reflectance from the southeast Pacific from GOES 8.
The upper right panel shows the pseudo reflectance as measured by MODIS. All times are local
time. The radar reflectivity data is taken from an upward pointing cloud radar operated from the
the NOAA RV Ron Brown which was on station at 85W, 20S as part of the EPIC experiment. In
each satellite image the position of the Ron Brown is indicated by the orange open-circle marker,
and the approximate trajectory of the cloud field, as estimated from surface wind measurements
is indicated by the orange line.
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Figure 3: Upper right panel: Channel 1 reflectance over the northeast Pacific from GOES-10 at
0730 local time (14:30 UTC) for July 11, 2002. Upper left panel: zoomed image of reflectance
field from boxed region in regional image, overlaid on this image is a flight segment from RF02
which spans the time of the over-pass and from which radar and lidar data is presented in lower
panel. The zoomed image highlights a tilde-shaped POC boxed in the upper left image. Lower
panel: time height radar reflectivities filled, with cloud top height as estimated by downward
looking lidar shown by white line. Regions where lidar detects no cloud are shown by a lidar
trace at the surface. The time for which the satellite image is valid is indicated on the flight
tracks.
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Figure 4: ∆Tb as measured from GOES 10 is contoured on left, with superimposed flight circles
for the boxed tilde-shaped POC in Fig. 2. The part of the flight circle which, roughly speaking,
is over (or in) the POC is indicated with red. The starting point for each circle is denoted by a
black dot, thus the northern circle was flown in a CW fashion, and the southern circle in a CCW
fashion. Time-series data for the northern and southern circles are plotted in upper and lower
panels respectively. They show from top to bottom: water vapor mixing ratio (q) as measured
by a Lyman-α probe, potential temperature (θ), condensation nuclei (CN). The bottom panel is
the liquid water (ql) for the northern circle and the radar reflectivity for the southern circle. The
CN measurements are corrupted in the presence of rain, and thus are set to missing value when
measurable drizzle is evident. 12


